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together in the open, hundreds of men and women from
Saturday to Monday, without any sanitation or other
provision. Men gnashed their teeth at the shame to
which both sexes were exposed. . . . The horror may
have been inevitable before decent arrangements could
be improvised, but it made a seed-bed of hatred/
I can myself bear witness to the misery of the crowds,
who still on 12th May were waiting outside Richmond
Barracks, unable to find out whether their friends had
been taken there as prisoners, and if so, whether they
were alive or dead. I shall never forget the descriptions
of the conditions inside, given us by the priest (once a
doctor) who had been called in to administer the last
rites to the dying. Mr. Healy goes on to say: ' I never
knew such a transformation of opinion as that caused
by the executions. Besides the looting by the soldiers
and ruffianism against innocent people, the ill-treat-
ment of prisoners, the insolence of the military in the
streets, the foul language used to women and the
incompetence shown by officers, have aroused a con-
tempt and dislike for which there is no parallel in our
day. . . / He makes some statements, though, which
I am thankful to see. At the time of Connolly's death
it was freely said that Mr. William Murphy had urged
the authorities not to grant a reprieve. ' William
Murphy was owner of The Independent. A leader was
printed there without his knowledge or approval which
haunted him till his death.' ' He was greatly affected
by the thought that he had been accused of advising
the shooting of Connolly and said that so far from its
being true, he used to pray for Connolly, owing to the
antagonism he showed him.' [They were leaders of the
opposing sides in the Strike of 1913.] The story is told
of Con Colbert (Fianna Na h-Eireann member and friend
of Constance), ' He had insisted on taking the place
of his Commandant when surrender was resolved on,

